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Sharing Experience On Seema Darshan Programme At Bhuj-Naliya(Gujrat) 

 

Good Morning to all, Respected Principal sir, Teachers and dear friends. Today I want to 

share my experience of Seema Darshan Programme which was held on during 

10/06/2019 to 14/06/2019 in Bhuj,Gujrat. Before all this ,I want to thanks Principal sir 

for giving me this great opportunity,I also want to thanks Mrs. Runa Choudhury for 

supporting me for the journey, for trusting on me that I can do it well. Now about my days 

of seema darshan in Bhuj,on the first day we met Colonel sir, Principal sir of KV No.2 Bhuj 

Army, they told us  about our 3 days journey at Bhuj. That day we went Air Force Station of 

Bhuj where we saw fighter jet Planes, equipment used in that planes and many more.They 

told us about each and every system of plane. We saw plane from inside. For us they also 

fly the plane.We saw the flying plane from top view of Air Force headquarter station. 

Second day we went to army camp where we see different types of guns, tanks, rocket 

launcher etc. On the third day we  had a tank ride with our escort teachers and army 

members.On fourth  day we went to the international border of India-Pakistan where we 

saw army Pakistan land from little far but that was a very great experience of my life.We 

also did firing from the latest gun of India. Overall it was the best ever experience of my life 

and a wonderful opportunity given by teacher to me.At last ,I want to say all of you that 

never  miss this kind of opportunities if you will ever getin your coming days.These are the 

days which we can cherish in our whole life,which make us smile. 

 

’Thank you’ 

 

Reshmi Mog  
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